09:45-10.00  
**Registration and Refreshments**

10:00-10.10  
Welcome and Introduction to morning forum  
*eAssessment & Feedback Theme*  
RSCni Team

10:10-11.10  
Challenge to Change  
*Enhancing assessment and feedback with technology*  
Lisa Gray, JISC

11:10-12.10  
Sharing Effective Practice in eAssessment & Feedback  
- *Feedback - Thinking outside the box* - David Comiskey, University Ulster  
- *Self paced Assessment* - David Robertson, Queens University  
- *Feedback with Iannotate* - James Nelson, Stranmillis College  
- *Technology for Richer Assessment Feedback* – Martin Peoples, NWRC

12:10-12:30  
Group Discussion

12:30-13:15  
**Buffet Lunch**

13:15-13.20  
Introduction to afternoon forum  
*Blended Learning Theme*  
RSCni Team

13:20-13:35  
RSCni Blended Learning Toolkit  
*Overview of Toolkit currently in Pilot Phase*

13:35-13:40  
Tool Matrix for Teaching and Learning  
*Choosing the tool that’s right for the job*

13:40-14:25  
Test Drive a new Teaching Tool  
- *Putting the learning in the hands of the learner with Augmented Reality*  
- *Sharing ideas and gathering feedback with VoiceThread*  
- *Using Meograph for inspiring your learners with visual storytelling*

14:25-14.40  
**Comfort/Refreshment Break**

14:40-15.00  
Faster Authoring, Richer Learning with Articulate Studio ’13  
*Demo of Authoring tool*

15:00-15:15  
Open Forum  
*Staff Training priorities for 2014*

15:15-15:30  
Summary and closing discussion

15:30  
Close of event